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anthology
A collection of selected literary passages.
A double CD anthology of Moby Grape the legendary Sixties San
Francisco band.

author The writings produced by a particular author.
He is the author of several books on the subject.

bard
A poet, traditionally one reciting epics and associated with a particular
oral tradition.
Our national bard Robert Burns.

descend Move down (a slope or stairs.
As the winter darkness descended the fighting ceased.

descending Moving down a scale of quality.
The categories are listed in descending order of usefulness.

descent A moral, social, or psychological decline.
A steep badly eroded descent.

disparagement A communication that belittles somebody or something.

disquisition
An elaborate analytical or explanatory essay or discussion.
Nothing can kill a radio show quicker than a disquisition on intertextual
analysis.

downward Moving or leading towards a lower place or level.
Prices plunged downward.

emblazon Celebrate or extol publicly.
The Queen s coat of arms is emblazoned on the door panel.

enroll Register formally as a participant or member.

epic The genre of epics.
An epic voyage.

falling Becoming lower or less in degree or value.
A falling market.
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indite Write; compose.
He indites the wondrous tale of Our Lord.

low A low point level or figure.
Cook over low heat.

manuscript Handwritten book or document.
Early Gothic manuscripts.

marker
(in team games) a player who stays close to an opponent to prevent them
from getting or passing the ball.
A heavy line drawn by a marker.

nether Lower in position.
Gnawed his nether lip.

notebook A book with blank pages for recording notes or memoranda.
He copied the number into his notebook.

pen
An electronic device like a pen used in conjunction with a writing surface
to enter commands or data into a computer.
Olivia penned award winning poetry.

pencil Write draw or colour with a pencil.
A pencil of light.

poem
A piece of writing in which the expression of feelings and ideas is given
intensity by particular attention to diction (sometimes involving rhyme),
rhythm, and imagery.
Lyric poems.

poet A writer of poems the term is usually reserved for writers of good poetry.
He is more poet than academic because of his gift for language.

poetic Relating to or used in poetry.
Turner s vision of the rainbow was poetic.

poetics The art of writing poetry.
The terminology of traditional poetics.

prose A passage of prose for translation into a foreign language.
A short story in prose.

recognizance
A bond by which a person undertakes before a court or magistrate to
observe some condition, especially to appear when summoned.
The Lord Chancellor asked them to enter into recognizances to appear in
court.

signpost Indicate a place with a signpost.
Most of the walks were well signposted.

submergence The process or state of being submerged in or covered with water.
Total submergence of plants results in heavy crop losses.
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under Under water.
The operation was quick she was only under for 15 minutes.
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